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China and World’s Commodities



Commodity Super Cycles
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A bit theoretical background first...

 Horizonal FDI (or HFDI) is mostly movitated by gaining market 
access in a host country. 

 Vertical FDI (or VFDI) is mostly incentivised by factor cost 
considerations, such as cheap labor or strategic resources.  The 
feature of VFDI is its integration of different stages of production in 
different countries often based on factor cost.

 “The third type”: knowledge-capital based FDI
 theorized by James Markusen
 featuring a mixture of the two motives above (Yeaple’s paper is an 

example). 
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Further analysis on the tradeoff of going global

We have previously discussed the inherent disadvantages of going global and the 
potential advantages under OLI framework.  Now, here is something new:

For HFDI
 Costs:  scale of economies foregone

 HFDI involves duplication of the same physical assets, wasteful and 
it foregoes the benefits of economies of scale. 

 But we need to differentiate between 
 Plant vs. Firm - level scale economy (see the example on next 

slide) 
 Tangible vs. Intangible assets – plant-level scale economy 

matters less for intangible assets
 Benefits:  market access and competition, saving of trade related costs, 

and bypass of trade barriers 
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Two types of scale of economies

 The higher the 
firm/plant size ratio, 
the more likely the 
firm will go global

 In other words, the 
gain of economies of 
scale on a firm level 
outweighs the cost of 
foregone economies 
of scale at plant 
level!!!
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Further analysis on the tradeoff of going global

 For HFDI
 Costs:  scale of economies foregone
 Benefits:  market access and competition, saving of trade related costs, and 

bypass of trade barriers 

 For VFDI 
 Costs:  economies of integration foregone

 It’s cheaper to integrate productions in proximate places. This is the main 
argument for agglomeration after all– easy access to suppliers  
(remember GM and Fisher Body?),  or easy access to the pool of skilled-
labor (think of Silicon Valley).

 Benefits:  cheaper factor cost
 So for firms to have incentives to engage in VFDI, the cost of 

disintegration must be smaller than the gains from cheaper factor cost. 
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Empirical implications
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If we were to conduct empirical analysis, what are our priori expectations regarding the 
sign of coefficient?



Yeaple (2003), skill endowments and US OFDI structure

 A clean, well structured empirical paper – good benchmark for your 
own empirical research

 The central research question asked by Yeaple is,
”What determines the US outward FDI?”

 He considered two sets of factors:
 Market access factors
 Comparative advantage factors

 The novelty of this paper is its construction of comparative advantage 
factors – what Yeaple called the ”chain of comparative advantage” 
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Yeaple (2003) – Data for the empirical test

 A frequently used database of US MNEs from Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(or BEA) – a database you could use for your term paper, available on BEA 
website

 Including all the affiliates majority-owned by the US MNEs

 Based on a survey in 1994 (a bit old), covering US foreign affiliates in 39 
countries and in 50 manufacturing industries (note: muliti-year surveys are 
available, as in Hansen & Slaughter, 2001)

 The data is aggegrated into the industry level (note: not the firm level data). 
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Yeaple (2003) – Estimation equation
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Yeaple (2003) – Estimation equation
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Yeaple (2003) – Priori expectations
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Yeaple (2003) – Priori expectations
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Chains of comparative advantage
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Empirical resutls
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Please refer to the paper for detailed discussions. Regresion 
Table 3 is also worth digesting.  



Empirical results
To recap, the empirical test confirmed the following: 

 Higher tariff tends to increase FDI – this confirms the theory that FDI is an 
indirect way to bypass trade barriers, such as tariff.

 Host country’s market size is a big positive contributing factor for more FDI. 

 Higher corporate tax rates work against FDI inflow into the host country. 

 Last but not least, ”chain of comparative advantage” factors worked as expected. 
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Horizontal vs. Vertical
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Export vs. FDI
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Dependent variable: 
EXSH



Some further thoughts

 A detailed read of Yeaple’s paper, especially the results in Table 1, shows that 
market access factors contributed a lot more than comparative advatage factors 
in US’ OFDIs --- Market size alone explains about 15% of US FDI outflow 
variation (see Yeaple, p.731). 

 The relative importance of market access factors indicates most US OFDIs were 
horizontal-FDIs.

 This is partly due to the data used for the empirical test, which is around early 
1990s.  More recent data have tended to show  much more important 
contribution of factor costs. In other words, VFDI has become more common 
(see Hanson & Slaughter, 2001, our reading next week). 

 So far, we have discussed the choice between HFDI and VFDI as if they must 
appear separately.  However, if a country can offer MNEs benefits in both 
market access and cheap factor inputs, it’s not surprising to find both HFDIs and 
VFDIs co-exist in one country (China is an example).
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Next time...

Read Hanson & Slaughter, 2001, “Expansion Strategies of US 
Multinational Firms”, NBER, w8433. 

Reminder: for easier access to the reading list and course update, use 
the course website at:  http://www.pauldeng.com/teaching/global_firm
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